Dassette

HP ENVY Inspire 7955e All-in-One Printer with Bonus 6 Months of Instant Ink with HP+ 

Everything families need to learn, work, and create at home

Work, learn, and create with the printer that prints everything so you can create anything — from high-quality photos to office documents. Activate the HP+ Smart Printing System and get 6 free months of Instant Ink² and other exclusive features.

This printer is intended to work only with cartridges that have new or reused HP electronic circuitry, and it uses dynamic security measures to block cartridges using modified or non-HP circuitry. Periodic firmware updates will maintain the effectiveness of these measures and block cartridges that previously worked. Reused HP electronic circuitry enables the use of reused, remanufactured, and refilled cartridges. More at: http://www.hp.com/learn/ink

Print Resolution: Black (best): Up to 1200 x 1200 rendered dpi; Color (best): Up to 4800 x 1200 optimized dpi (color when printing from a computer and 1200 input dpi)

Scan Resolution: Hardware: Up to 1200 x 1200 dpi; Optical: Up to 1200 dpi

Copy Resolution: Black (text & graphics): Up to 600 dpi; Color (text & graphics): Up to 600 dpi

Standard Connectivity: 1 USB 2.0 client; 1 Wi-Fi 802.11a/b/g/n/ac, dual band 2.4/5GHz, BLE (setup only)

Mobile Printing Capability: HP Smart app; Apple AirPrint; Chrome OS; Mopria-certified; Wireless direct printing

Duty cycle: Monthly (letter): Up to 1,000 pages

Display: 2.7" Diagonal Color Capacitive Touchscreen

Paper Handling:
- 125-sheet input tray
- 15-sheet photo tray
- 35-sheetADF, 60-sheet output tray

Sustainable design made from over 45% recycled plastic

Print resolution is achieved through HP's Instant Ink, a pay-as-you-print service that aims to reduce ink usage and waste. The printer uses dynamic security measures to prevent the use of non-HP cartridges. HP also invests in restoration, protection, or in working forests recovery projects in key regions, for instance Brazil, sufficient to balance any paper used by HP+ customers that may not have been responsibly sourced. For more information, see: http://www.hp.com/learn/ink

Built for productivity and play

- Seamless high-quality photo and document printing with a built-in photo tray and automatic document feeder.
- Conveniently print photos in a variety of sizes with a built-in photo tray.
- Sustainable design made from over 45% recycled plastic

Modern photo printing at home

- Print photos that look as vibrant and real as they do on your screen with true-to-life quality² prints.
- Print photos in both traditional and modern photo sizes like square and panoramic.
- Power your creativity with custom photo features through the HP Smart app.¹
- Add a custom message with two-sided 4x6" photo printing from the HP Smart app.⁷

HP+: The Smart Printing System

- The optional HP+ printing system is smarter - it keeps itself up to date and ready to print.¹
- First 6 months of Instant Ink included with HP+; after 6 months, monthly fee applies unless cancelled.
- HP+ requires an HP account, internet connection, and use of original HP ink for the life of the printer.
- Print and scan from the palm of your hand. Enjoy advanced productivity features for 2 years with HP+.
- HP+ puts our planet first with net zero-deforestation prints¹¹ and closed-loop cartridge recycling.¹⁴

Never run out of ink with Instant Ink³

- Get ink delivered to your door before you need it.⁸
- Save up to 50% on ink with plans starting at $0.99 a month. Change or cancel Instant Ink any time.¹
- Try an Instant Ink subscription free for 6 months when you activate HP+ when setting up your printer.

¹ Requires the HP Smart app download. For details on local printing requirements see http://www.hp.com/go/mobileprinting. Certain features/ software are available in English only. Some features/ software may differ between desktop and mobile applications. Subscription may be required; subscription may not be available in all countries. For details at http://www.hp.com/go/mobileprinting. Internet access required and must be purchased separately. HP account required for full functionality. List of supported operating systems available in app stores. Fax capabilities are for sending fax only. After 2 years, monthly fee applies to continue advanced features with HP Smart Advantage. HP Smart Advantage is not available in all countries. For more information, see http://www.hp.com/learn/ink

² Based on monthly subscription cost of HP Instant Ink 700-page plans without purchase of additional sets of pages compared to cost per page to print ISO/IEC 24711 pages on most in-class, traditional A4 color inkjet cartridges with HP using original, standard capacity cartridges priced for: Australia <299 AUD; New Zealand <349 NZD; Canada <=399 CAD & United States <399 USD. Sale prices not considered for this study. HP Ink Advantage printers excluded due to non-standard hardware & supplies model. Buyers Lab July 2020 study commissioned by HP, based on publicly available information of printer manufacturers' print apps and Keypoint Intelligence head-to-head testing and study commissioned by HP. For details, please see http://keypointintelligence.com/HP compared to HP Instant Ink. For more information, see: http://www.hp.com/learn/ink

³ Based on monthly subscription cost of HP Instant Ink 700-page plans without purchase of additional sets of pages compared to cost per page to print ISO/IEC 24711 pages on most in-class, traditional A4 color inkjet cartridges with HP using original, standard capacity cartridges priced for: Australia <299 AUD; New Zealand <349 NZD; Canada <349 CAD & United States <399 USD. For other brands of paper, HP invests in restoration, protection or in working forests recovery projects in key regions, for instance Brazil, sufficient to balance any paper used by HP+ customers that may not have been responsibly sourced. Read more about projects and our partners at: http://hp.com/forestfirst

⁴ Requires HP+ subscription - regardless of paper brand - is addressed through HP's Forest Positive Framework to counteract risks of deforestation. HP brand paper is sourced only from certified responsibly managed forests or from recycled content. For other brands of paper, HP invests in restoration, protection or in working forests recovery projects in key regions, for instance Brazil, sufficient to balance any paper used by HP+ customers that may not have been responsibly sourced. For details, see: http://hp.com/forestfirst

⁵ Through the HP Planet Partners program (where available), recycled plastics are used as raw material and combined with other materials to help make new Original HP cartridges and other everyday products. For details: http://www.hp.com/learn/ink

⁶ Requires a valid credit card. Setup offer may be combined with other offers; see terms and conditions of the other offer for more details.

⁷ HP+ puts our planet first with net zero-deforestation prints¹¹ and closed-loop cartridge recycling.¹⁴

¹¹ Based on EMEA countries <200 Euro; UK <200 GBP. Sale prices not considered for this study. HP Ink Advantage printers excluded due to non-standard hardware & supplies model. Buyers Lab July 2020 study commissioned by HP, based on publicly available information of printer manufacturers' print apps and Keypoint Intelligence head-to-head testing and study commissioned by HP. For details, please see http://keypointintelligence.com/HP compared to HP Instant Ink. For more information, see: http://www.hp.com/learn/ink

¹₂ Requires printing through HP Smart app from a mobile phone. See: http://www.hp.com/go/mobileprinting. Certain features/software are available in English only. Some features/software may differ between desktop and mobile applications. Certain features/software are available in English only. Some features/software may differ between desktop and mobile applications. See: http://www.hp.com/go/mobileprinting. Certain features/software are available in English only. Some features/software may differ between desktop and mobile applications. For details, see: http://www.hp.com/go/mobileprinting. Certain features/software are available in English only. Some features/software may differ between desktop and mobile applications.

¹₃ For details on local printing requirements see: http://www.hp.com/go/mobileprinting. Certain features/software are available in English only. Some features/software may differ between desktop and mobile applications.